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ABSTRACT

knowledge of an accurate state of the power grid requires
that sensor data from PMUs is timestamped with respect
to the same time reference. This implies that PMUs across
the grid have synchronized clocks when timestamping their
measurements. Currently, this is achieved by having PMUs
synchronize to GPS time through built-in GPS modules.
However, the lack of authentication in civilian GPS messages exposes the system to GPS clock spoofing attacks that
could lead to inaccurate power state estimation.
In this paper, we consider the problem of GPS spoofing
in power grids. We show that given their fixed deployment
locations, PMUs may detect spoofing attacks by verifying
their locations and checking clock offsets with other neighboring PMUs. These checks constrain the adversary’s freedom of choosing where and when spoofed signals should be
sent. Given sufficiently many GPS receivers, we show that
the adversary cannot spoof their clocks without violating
some constraints and thereby being detected by the system.
Although similar mechanisms have been proposed to detect
GPS spoofing [3,7,9], verification that leverages multiple receivers with different synchronization settings in the power
grid has not yet been addressed. Additionally, our system
enables PMUs to use multilateration to calculate the adversary’s position.
Our contributions in this paper are the following. First,
we define the GPS clock spoofing problem in the context of
power grid infrastructures that consist of multiple spatially
distributed PMUs. Second, we derive constraints imposed
on the adversary to successfully execute a spoofing attack
without being detected. Finally, we use existing multilateration methods to allow PMUs to locate the spoofer. In contrast to previous work, our solution considers a mixed set of
receivers, which may or may not have synchronized clocks, to
detect spoofing attacks by verifying the calculated location
and time information. We show that, for example, spoofing
can be detected with at least 5 synchronized receivers or at
least 6 non-synchronized receivers.

Power companies are deploying a multitude of sensors to
monitor the energy grid. Measurements at different locations should be aligned in time to obtain the global state
of the grid, and the industry therefore uses GPS as a common clock source. However, these sensors are exposed to
GPS time spoofing attacks that cause misaligned aggregated
measurements, leading to inaccurate monitoring that affects
power stability and line fault contingencies. In this paper,
we analyze the resilience of phasor measurement sensors,
which record voltages and currents, to GPS spoofing performed by an adversary external to the system. We propose
a solution that leverages the characteristics of multiple sensors in the power grid to limit the feasibility of such attacks.
In order to increase the robustness of wide-area power grid
monitoring, we evaluate mechanisms that allow collaboration among GPS receivers to detect spoofing attacks. We
apply multilateration techniques to allow a set of GPS receivers to locate a false GPS signal source. Using simulations, we show that receivers sharing a local clock can locate
nearby spoofing adversaries with sufficient confidence.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer Systems Organization]: ComputerCommunication Networks—Network Architecture and Design
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INTRODUCTION

The power industry is deploying sensor networks in the
power grid for maintenance and monitoring purposes. The
state-of-the-art system, known as a wide-area monitoring
system (WAMS), is an infrastructure that uses modern sensors such as phasor measurement units (PMUs) to accurately measure power lines at different locations. Obtaining
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We introduce the power grid wide-area monitoring system
and its reliance on GPS to motivate the problem.

2.1 Wide-Area Monitoring Systems
A WAMS [20] consists of PMUs that are installed at
electrical substations to measure circuit quantities of power
lines, as shown in Figure 1. An important requirement while
aggregating PMU measurements from different substations
is the time alignment of data, which implies that all the
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sion line—can be misled by up to 180 km if the system is
subject to a GPS spoofing attack that shifts the clock by as
little as 2.8 milliseconds. Motivated by the potential impact
of GPS spoofing, we analyze the GPS spoofing problem and
propose a solution that leverages the specific characteristics
of GPS use in the power grid.

PMU
PMU

PMU

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

substation

We approach the problem of GPS spoofing on PMUs in
electrical substations by first defining the system and adversarial models.

Figure 1: Illustration of PMUs installed in substations across a power grid to measure power lines.
Spoofing attacks can occur in a substation that offsets the clocks of nearby PMUs.

3.1 System Model
We assume that each PMU has its own GPS antenna, and
all GPS antennas are spatially distributed along the rooftop
of the substation perimeter, which is typically around 50
to 100 meters wide. The system can therefore be abstractly
viewed as a set of nr GPS receivers R = {R1 , ..., Rnr }. Since
a PMU is normally installed in a fixed position within a substation, we can assume that a GPS receiver Ri knows its
physical location ℓi . This can be achieved by the administrator giving the location information to the GPS module,
which is supported by existing GPS receivers, during initial
PMU deployment. These devices communicate over an existing network to transmit measurements. We denote the
set of ns GPS satellites orbiting Earth by S = {S1 , ..., Sns }.
At a predefined time, satellite Sj broadcasts its location in
space, denoted by ℓsj , and the corresponding GPS time, denoted by tsj , at which the message is sent.

PMUs should synchronize to a common time source to make
synchronized measurements. The IEEE C37.118 standard
governing PMU specifications defines the maximally tolerated clock synchronization error between any two measurements from different PMUs to be 31.8 or 26.5 microseconds
for 50 or 60 Hertz systems, respectively [1]. As a possible solution, the precise time protocol (PTP) defined by
IEEE 1588 [15] can be implemented to synchronize numerous nearby devices to a central clock with microsecond to
sub-microsecond accuracy. However, for a power grid deployed on a nationwide scale, PTP is infeasible due to its
dependence on specialized switches. As a more scalable alternative, modern PMUs mostly resort to GPS-based solutions [13]. The use of GPS for clock synchronization therefore exposes PMUs to intentional GPS spoofing attacks.

3.2 Adversarial Model

2.2 GPS Clock Synchronization and Spoofing

We consider an adversary that has complete knowledge of
the physical location of all the GPS receivers in R. The adversary can place multiple antennas at arbitrary locations to
send out fake GPS signals and trick PMUs into synchronizing their clocks incorrectly. When the adversary is sending
spoofed signals to impersonate an authentic satellite Sj , we
use Sja to denote the satellite that is emulated. The entire
set of emulated satellites is denoted by S a . For a fake GPS
signal from each emulated satellite Sja , the adversary now
has the following variables to assign values for a successful
clock desynchronization: the claimed trajectory of the emulated satellite, and the corresponding true location of the
antenna and transmit time of a fake GPS message.
We also assume that the spoofed signals are received by
all GPS receivers near the targeted substation. Otherwise, if
the adversary can send different signals to each GPS receiver
(e.g., using directional antennas), each receiver can be independently spoofed to an arbitrary location and time without
violating constraints between the receivers [14]. In addition,
we focus our discussion on civilian GPS signals, which do not
implement authentication, since modern PMUs produced by
manufacturers without military affiliation do not have access
to military GPS signals.

GPS satellites orbit the Earth and broadcast their orbit
information and time. A GPS receiver receives messages
from the satellites and calculates its own location and clock
offset relative to the time of GPS satellites by solving a set
of time-of-arrival (TOA) equations. PMUs installed across
the power grid leverage clock synchronization in GPS to
timestamp measurements with respect to the same time reference, referred to as GPS time.
The adversary can spoof civilian GPS messages since they
are not authenticated. As a result, receivers may calculate
incorrect locations or clock offsets, as shown by Shepard et
al. [13]. GPS simulators are already available in the open
market and allow an adversary to easily launch GPS spoofing attacks. Furthermore, these simulators are also capable of spoofing messages of other navigation systems like
GLONASS.
Incorrect timestamping of phasor measurement data impacts the reliability of applications such as distance line protection and voltage stability monitoring [8]. Existing work
has investigated the impact of incorrect timestamps on various power protection and monitoring mechanisms that use
PMU measurements. Jiang et al. [9] demonstrate the feasibility of GPS spoofing attacks on single PMUs, and show
that spoofing the GPS receiver clocks on the PMUs can
cause erroneous estimates of the actual power load and trigger false warnings of power instability. Zhang et al. [18] have
also investigated the impact of spoofed GPS timestamps on
voltage stability monitoring. Moreover, they show that line
fault location—an application that identifies the location of
a power line failure, such as a short circuit on the transmis-

3.3 Objectives
Under the system and adversarial models, our goal is to
analyze the security of clock synchronization of GPS-enabled
PMUs across the power grid in the presence of spoofing attacks, and determine ways to synchronize PMU clocks such
that they are accurate with respect to the error bound tolerated by standards [1]. Concretely, we aim at analyzing the
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Set 1
Set 2

a
Emulated satellite Sm
Location and time of authentic satellite
True location and time
Claimed location and time

a
Receiver Ri when receiving messages from Sm
ℓri , tri,m True location and time upon reception
Set 3 ℓ̂ri
Calculated location
t̂ri,m
Reception time recorded by local clock
r
Set 4 δ̂i,m
Calculated clock offset

Figure 2: The receiver perceives the TOA equation
as marked by the dotted line, while the true TOA
equation is marked by the solid line.
feasibility of GPS spoofing attacks in the power grid and
propose countermeasures to detect or prevent them.

4.

ℓm , tm
ℓam , tam
ℓ̂am , t̂am

Table 1: Notations used in this paper and the variable sets that the adversary can influence

DETECTION OF SPOOFING ATTACKS

We assume that the adversary sends spoofed signals of na
of satellites. Out of the given nr victim receivers, we define
nrc as the number of receivers that share a local clock.
Message Content Verification. When spoofing civilian GPS messages, the adversary may freely select Variable
Set 2 since there is no message authentication. However, the
power company may obtain an authentic copy of the data by
setting up a GPS receiver at a remote location to receive signals from authentic satellites. Receivers can therefore compare messages from the adversary with the authentic copy,
imposing the following constraint on the adversary:

We now describe the verification that can be performed
by multiple GPS receivers in collaboration and the resulting
constraints on undetectable spoofing attacks.

4.1 Formulation of GPS Spoofing
We begin by summarizing the adversary’s variables for
a
each emulated satellite Sm
and each victim receiver Ri to
successfully mount a spoofing attack. First, the adversary
may arbitrarily announce its orbit information and thereby
claim to be at location ℓ̂am at time t̂am . Second, the adversary chooses the true location ℓam to place the spoofing
antenna and the true time tam when the signal is sent, where
a
a
tam is related to t̂am by a clock delay δm
: t̂am = tam + δm
.
Finally, for each victim receiver Ri receiving the satellite
signal, the adversary spoofs it to the location ℓ̂i and incurs
r
a clock offset of δ̂i,m
. The local timestamp therefore ber
r
comes t̂ri,m = tri,m + δ̂i,m
. Note that the clock offset δ̂i,m
is
specific to each satellite-receiver pair. Table 1 summarizes
the notations used throughout this paper.
The true TOA equation of the adversary’s GPS satellite
signal at the victim’s GPS receiver can be derived as

c tri,m − tam = |ℓri − ℓam | ,
(1)

ℓ̂am = ℓm and t̂am = tm .
Receiver Location Verification. Given that PMUs
are installed in fixed and known locations in the substation, GPS receivers can leverage this knowledge to remove
the adversary’s freedom on Variable Set 3. The adversary
must therefore send signals that do not affect the calculated
locations of the receivers:
∀Ri ∈ Ram ,

ℓ̂ri − ℓri < εg .

The choice of εg depends the accuracy of the GPS receiver
when localizing in a setting without GPS spoofing. Based on
studies of localization errors of modern GPS receivers [16],
εg can be approximately 10 meters or assigned based on the
specification of individual GPS receivers.
Single Receiver Clock Offset Verification. Given
that GPS satellites themselves are tightly synchronized, the
difference between a receiver’s clock and that of a satellite
should be similar across different satellites:

where c is the speed of the medium. The clock synchronization of the receiver is based on the received GPS message
and its perceived reception time,

(2)
c t̂ri,m − t̂am = ℓ̂ri − ℓ̂am ,
where the left-hand side is commonly referred to as the
a
pseudorange between receiver Ri and satellite Sm
. Figure 2
illustrates the relationship between the two TOA equations.
The adversary relates its claimed/true satellite information and the desired locations and clock offsets to which a
receiver would be spoofed to solve for the variables. All
variables can be related by taking the difference between
Equation (1) and Equation (2), resulting in


r
a
(3)
|ℓri − ℓam | + c δ̂i,m
− δm
= ℓ̂ri − ℓ̂am ,

∀Sm , Sn ∈ S a , ∀Ri ∈ Ram ,

r
r
< εt .
δ̂i,m
− δ̂i,n

(4)

Similar to the tolerated location difference, the tolerated
clock error εt can be defined based on the specification of the
GPS receiver and is typically around 100 nanoseconds [11].
Grouped Receivers Clock Offset Verification. Recall that in Section 2.1, clock synchronization protocols such
as PTP cannot be scaled to synchronize devices throughout
a wide area that is the power grid. They are still useful,
however, within a local substation. As a result, a set Rsync
of GPS receivers in the same substation and synchronized
using PTP may compare their clock offsets with each other.
This leads to another constraint:
\
r
r
< εsync .
Rsync , δ̂i,m
− δ̂j,n
∀Sm , Sn ∈ S a , ∀Ri , Rj ∈ Ram

The adversary’s goal is therefore to solve for the variable
sets marked in Table 1 such that Equation (3) is satisfied
for each satellite-receiver pair.

4.2 Verification by Receivers
Different types of verification can be implemented across
the GPS receivers to place constraints on the adversary’s
variables and thereby limit the feasibility of spoofing attacks.

(5)
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Given the two variants of clock offset verification, Equation (5) implies that only 1 free variable can be assigned by
the adversary as the only clock offset for the synchronized
receivers. For non-synchronized receivers, the adversary is
still constrained by Equation (4) for every receiver, implying that there are nr − nrc clock offsets for the adversary to
assign. It therefore follows that the adversary may specify
nr − nrc + 1 separate clock offsets in Variable Set 4.
Finally, in our adversary model, the adversary can freely
place the antennas and transmit signals at desired times. As
a result, for Variable Set 1, the adversary can freely choose
the true location (3 dimensions) and time (1 dimension) of
each emulated satellite, amounting to 4na variables.
In summary, the adversary has to solve for 4na + nr −
nrc + 1 variables, which are subject to nr na instances of
Equation (3), each representing the TOA relationship between an emulated satellite and a victim receiver. The variables become overdetermined if there are more equations
than variables:
nr na > 4na + nr − nrc + 1.
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Figure 3: Locating the adversary roughly 400 meters
away. The ellipse represents a 80% confidence region
around the estimated location.

(6)
Taking the difference between Equation (7) for receivers Ri
and Rj , we can obtain the following TDOA relationship between the two with respect to the same GPS message:

|ℓam − ℓri | − |ℓam − ℓrj | = c t̂ri,m − t̂rj,m = c∆m
(8)
ij ,

This restricts the adversary to at most one single solution
for every variable. The single solution is the trivial one,
where ℓ̂am = ℓam and t̂am = tam , that is, the correct location and time of the satellites. If no error is tolerated in
the verification process by the receivers, the adversary must
transmit messages from the authentic satellite location and
time as claimed in the message to prevent being detected.
In this case, the adversary is essentially behaving honestly,
and spoofing is not possible. As an example, if the adversary
sends spoofed signals of four emulated satellites to five synchronized GPS receivers placed at different locations, then
Inequality (6) is satisfied, and therefore spoofing can be detected. Based on the selection of the thresholds εg , εt , and
εsync , however, the adversary may assign the variables to be
numerically close to the theoretical solution and still affect
the clock offsets of the receivers. It is therefore important
to choose tight thresholds values such that spoofing attacks
are infeasible due to the tightened constraints.

5.

GPS Receiver
True Source

r
r
where the time difference is represented as ∆m
ij = t̂i,m − t̂j,m .
a
The GPS message’s source location ℓm computed by the
receivers via Equation (8) describes a hyperboloid in 3D
space. Based on multiple sets of TDOA equations between
different pairs of receivers in R, the GPS source location
can be solved as the intersection of a set of hyperboloids,
each corresponding to one TDOA equation between a pair
of receivers. Since a minimum of 4 hyperboloids are required
to generate a unique solution, this method works if there are
at least 5 receivers in R that share a local clock.
This multilateration approach allows the receivers to verify a received GPS message’s true source location, which
can be compared with its claimed location in the message
or used to determine the location of a spoofing GPS signal
source in the event of a spoofing attack.
Obtaining the source location by solving the set of TDOA
equations is non-trivial. This is due to the non-linearity of
Equation (8) for every receiver pair and real-world errors
such as those from multipath effects in wireless communication. Moreover, the system of equations becomes overdetermined when there are more than 5 receivers in R, which
should be taken into account when dealing with, for example, a large substation that contains many PMUs. Solutions,
such as those provided by Chan and Ho [4] or Dogancay [5],
already exist and can be readily adopted to obtain estimates
of the source location.

LOCALIZATION OF THE ADVERSARY

In this section, we evaluate the use of multiple GPS receivers to estimate the true location of the source of a received GPS message using multilateration techniques [12].

5.1 Multilateration
We now describe a technique that allows a set of receivers
sharing a local clock to locate the source of a GPS message.
Recall that PMUs are installed in fixed locations within electrical substations, and therefore such a setup is practical to
realize. Combined with the knowledge of their positions, a
group of GPS receivers can infer the true position of an incoming GPS signal using time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA)
equations. This mechanism, referred to as multilateration,
can be used to verify the location claimed in the GPS message and to locate a possible spoofing adversary.
Let R be a set of receivers that share a common local
a
clock, and Sm
be the adversary’s fake satellites. Each receiver Ri ∈ R may construct the following TOA relationship
with the signal source using Equation (1).

i
h
r
− tam .
(7)
|ℓam − ℓri | = c t̂ri,m − δ̂i,m

5.2 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the localization method using an actual implementation, two types of information are needed:
(1) the locations, ℓri , of the GPS receivers; (2) the times,
t̂ri,m , when GPS messages are received. While the former
is known during deployment, the latter requires that GPS
receivers record the time when each individual satellite message is received. Currently, however, commercially off-theshelf GPS receivers do not output such information. We
consider the construction of specialized GPS receivers out
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Figure 4: Box plot of multilateration errors using
the solution by Chan and Ho [4], compared to the
errors of the median of multiple runs (taken separately for each axis) and the theoretical CRLB for
one single run.

Figure 5: Signal source estimation improves when
an additional GPS receiver is positioned far away
from the original set.

of this paper’s scope and so use simulations to generate the
time differences when evaluating our approach.
We perform simulations to verify the use of signal source
localization on a GPS receiver system with sufficient receivers (> 5) for multilateration. Our simulation consists of
a set of 6 GPS receivers R = {R1 , ..., R6 }, dispersed across a
100 m × 100 m × 20 m rectangular prism, which is realistic
for an electrical substation. All GPS receivers synchronize
their clocks to a local time source, each with an error as
a random variable εsync . A fake GPS signal source S a is
modeled as a signal source 400 m away from the center of
the GPS receivers. In reality, this is a plausible placement
because the signal source could be, for example, a GPS simulator mounted in the adversary’s vehicle that is close to the
electrical substation. The distance between receiver Ri and
the signal source is di = |ℓri − ℓa |.
The TDOA localization method mentioned in Section 5
takes two inputs: (1) the locations of the GPS receivers,
which is given based on our setup; (2) the difference of signal
reception time between two receivers, which we generate in
the simulation due to the lack of hardware support.
The time difference ∆ij between two receivers Ri and Rj
that receive the same signal is ∆ij = c−1 |di − dj | + εsync ,
where εsync is independently sampled for each time difference. Equation (8) for the receiver pair Ri and Rj becomes

truth. As observed, the location of a real-world adversary
sending spoofed signals to an electrical substation from a
distance of 400 meters can be estimated.
We also evaluate the errors of locating signal sources in
different distances, defined as the distance between the estimated position and the true position, which is theoretically
lower bounded by the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [4].
Figure 4 is a comparison among the average errors of 100 trials, the CRLB, and the error of the median of the solutions.
It shows that taking the median over multiple executions
gives a superior accuracy over the CRLB of a single-iteration
solution, and can be an option for GPS receivers to track the
adversary over a longer period of time.
Figure 4 also shows that when the adversary is farther
away from the GPS receivers, the approximation error increases. However, we observe that the direction from the receivers to the spoofed signal source can still be determined,
as previously depicted by the narrow covariance ellipse in
Figure 3. Furthermore, the accuracy can be further improved if other distant GPS receivers participate in solving
the TDOA equations. Figure 5 illustrates the improved accuracy of multilateration by placing an additional GPS receiver farther away, around 200 m, from the original set of
PMUs but still synchronized to the same local clock. In
reality, if the adversary’s antenna is far away from the substation, then it is reasonable to assume that GPS receivers in
PMUs in other substations or in nearby transmission towers
would also receive the signal and assist in multilateration.

|ℓa − ℓri | − |ℓa − ℓrj | = |di − dj | + c−1 e.
We simulate the time difference between receiver pairs
(R1 , R2 ), (R1 , R3 ), (R1 , R4 ), (R1 , R5 ), and (R1 , R6 ), which
results in a set of 5 TDOA equations.
The adversary’s location can subsequently be solved by
intersecting the hyperboloids described by the TDOA equations, and we use the maximum likelihood estimator by
Chan and Ho [4]. We also model the real-world inaccuracies of clock synchronization protocols using εsync in Equation (5). In our simulation, εsync is assumed to be a normal
random variable with a standard deviation of 1 nanosecond,
which is a realistic accuracy for state-of-the-art clock synchronization protocols among devices in a local network [11].
Figure 3 illustrates our simulated environment setup and
compares the estimated adversary location to the ground

6. RELATED WORK
In order to synchronize clocks across PMUs installed in
a nationwide scale without requiring specialized hardware
for networked time protocols, the industry often relies on
GPS for clock synchronization. This has been shown by
Shepard et al. [13] to be vulnerable to GPS spoofing. In
our work, we propose mechanisms to increase its robustness
against such malicious attacks. Jiang et al. [9] analyze how
GPS spoofing can be performed on a single PMU as well
as the impact on voltage stability monitoring and propose
various detection techniques. Our contributions differ from
theirs by analyzing the problem when multiple PMUs are
deployed and how the adversary can be located.
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In existing work on spoofing detection, Garofalo et al. [6]
propose verifying GPS signal strengths to detect spoofing
and to synchronize with other redundant clocks in a network
via NTP protocols. Zhang et al. [19] propose a method of
detecting clock synchronization attacks by monitoring the
standard deviation of the differences in the signal-to-noise
ratio from two GPS receiving antennas. Jafarnia-Jahromi
et al. [7] provide an comprehensive overview of various ways
single GPS receivers can use to detect spoofing. On the theory side, Tippenhauer et al. [14] investigate formulations of
the GPS spoofing problem. Our work focuses on formulating
the GPS problem by considering victim receivers with and
without clock synchronization and their effects on reducing
the feasibility of an undetectable spoofing attack.
For locating a signal source, Bhatti et al. [2] investigate
possibilities of locating GPS interference signal sources in
an urban setup, which assumes a 2D environment and close
proximity between the source and receiver network. Strategies of placing GPS receivers to reduce the errors of multilateration has also been analyzed [17]. Various emitter localization methods based on multilateration have been proposed
and compared in the past [4, 10]. A closed-form and efficient estimator that is adopted in this paper is introduced
by Chan and Ho [4], which employs a maximum likelihood
estimator to approximate the solution for TDOA equations.
We apply this to a 3D substation setup to demonstrate the
feasibility of locating the adversary.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored the security of GPS-based clock
synchronization against spoofing attacks for phasor measurement units in power grids. The solution may also be
applied to other stationary sensor networks. Receivers collaborating to verify the information from GPS navigation
messages may detect spoofing attacks. Existing multilateration techniques can also be applied to locate an adversary with sufficient accuracy. We showed that deploying
sufficiently many receivers increases the difficulty and risk
for the adversary. For these mechanisms to work, GPS receivers should record the reception time of each individual
GPS message. Future GPS receivers that make such information available for analysis would improve their robustness
against spoofing attacks.
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